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simple elegance
Forbo Furniture Linoleum comes in two collections:
Desk Top and Walton Crocodiles.
The Desk Top collection consists of 20 unadorned,
elegant colours that add a distinctive touch to any
piece of furniture.

The available colours include a new contemporary
white and anthracite, several new more outspoken

colours, and a number of darker colours that are new to
the collection and take their cue from wood tones and
leather. In addition, a number of new, fresh and stylish
colours have been added to the classic colour range, as
have several warm colours and natural tones used in
classic contemporary furniture. The latter are especially
suitable for creating a hospitality feel.

Forbo’s black Desk Top 4023 is the original classic in the Furniture Linoleum collection.
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4176 | mushroom 4169 | oliv 4e 171 | camel 4157 | pearl

4175 | pebble 4174 | conifer 4173 | brandy 4168 | almond

4132 | ash 4146 | corn�ower 4164 | salsa 4170 | mocha

4155 | pewter 4140 | jeans 4154 | burgundy 4172 | mauve

4023 | ner 4o 167 | carbon 4102 | co�ee 4166 | charcoal



giver et fantastisk lys
Vores anden Furniture Linoleum-serie hedder
Walton Crocodiles og består af fire tonede designs med
præg af krokodilleskind, der får lysets refleksioner til at
danne flotte mønstre. De neutrale farver er inspireret af
nuancerne i læder, og denne serie gør sig godt på
vandrette, lodrette og buede flader fx butiksdiske.

C169 | greige C123 | black C184 | espresso C185 | taupe
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light fantastic
The other collection within Forbo Furniture Linoleum is
Walton Crocodiles: four mono-chromatic designs
embossed with a delicate crocodile pattern that results
in appealing light re�ections and patterns. The neutral
colours take their cue from leather and this range is
often used in horizontal and vertical applications, as
well as on curved surfaces.

Walton Crocodiles has a jute backing (like Forbo’s
Marmoleum �oor coverings) and is especially suitable for
heavy-use surfaces such as counters and baseboards. It can
also be combined with �oor installations.

C169 | greige C123 | black C184 | espresso  C185 | taupe 
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Perfect finish 

The way edges are finished is an important aspect of all

furniture design. Furniture Linoleum can be finished in

countless ways and in combination with a multitude of

other materials.

 

A few suggestions of the available solutions are shown

below. Please refer to page 17 for more information.
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